We proposed a new statistical dependency measure called Copula Dependency Coefficient(CDC) for two sets of variables based on copula. It is robust to outliers, easy to implement, powerful and appropriate to high-dimensional variables. These properties are important in many applications. Experimental results show that CDC can detect the dependence between variables in both additive and non-additive models.
Introduction
Measuring statistical dependence between random variables is a fundamental problem in statistics, information theory, machine learning, fMRI data analysis, image registration with a wide range of applications in science and engineering [4] . The most well-known dependence measure is Pearson correlation coefficient, which can be found in many applications, especially in fMRI data analysis for its computational efficiency. It is the most powerful measurement for the linear relationship, as for the non-linear cases, its performance is not so good, this leads to the development of non-linear measurements.
The background of large data set gives new challenges to the development of non-linear measurements(there are some theoretical constraints on dependence measure [12] , [14] ). (a)The measurement should be efficiency, that is, the one using in practice must not be time-consuming. For example, if the time taken to get the dependence measure between two observations with large size is about 1 minute, then it is quite a long time to get that of 2000 pairs of observations of the same size(in biology it is always the case). (b)It should be powerful. Actually, no one knows exactly what's the underlying relationship behind the data, which implies that the measurement should be powerful/equitable to every kind of functional types. (c)It should be robust. The data we get at hand is always noisy/contaminated, and the robustness gives the ability of handling with outliers in the data to the measurements. (d)It should be of the ability of handling with high-dimensional variables. In many cases, in practice, we want to know the dependence between two sets of variables, not only between two variables.
These requirements are difficult to be fulfilled, which is one of the reasons why so many dependence measures have been defined in the literature. The development of non-linear measure, although confronting with these difficulties, goes deeper and deeper. The measure called Maximum correlation coefficient(MCC) is the earliest one trying to fulfil these requirements and the properties needed for a dependence [12] , ACE [1] gets quite good estimation of MCC in additive models, [11] gives a simple method for obtaining it under some special situations. Recently proposed measures such as Maximal information coefficient(MIC) [13] , HHG [5] , dCor [17] get some improvements on some special cases [16] , and there is still a long way to go. For example, MIC is not available for high-dimensional variables and it takes a long time for samples with large size. dCor is not robust; one single large enough outlier can arbitrarily ruin the estimator. HHG is time-consuming when sample size is large and not distribution-free.
There are two types of the underlying model(functional relationship) between the predictors
The first is additive model, say, it can be assumed that
The MCC is the best method for dealing with it. However, There are less methods for the second type, the non-additive model, and they, such as dCor, HHG, all have its own shortcomings as pointed in the former paragraph. Generally, we do not know what's type of model behind the data. Under such a background, we propose a new dependence measure in the following section, Copula Dependence Coefficient(CDC) based on copula and MCC, to deal with both cases, and it is robust to outliers, easy to calculate/implement(only 3 lines of R code are needed) and powerful. Experimental results are given in section 3 following with some discussions.
Copula Dependence Coefficient
The Copula Dependence Coefficient(CDC) measures the dependence between random samples
where n denotes the sample size. In the following, the estimation method of distribution function is given firstly, the definition of CDC and its estimation method follows.
Distribution Function Estimation
The estimation of distribution function is a key problem in applied statistics, and typically, it bases on density function estimation, which can be treated in two ways: parametric and nonparametric.
The non-parametric way is to use the skill called kernel density estimation [15] with less rigid assumptions made about the distribution of the observed data. Generally, the estimated function is given byf
where x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x d ), X i is its ith observation value. h is the window width, also called the smoothing parameter or bandwidth, and K(·) is the so-called kernel function defined for d-
and the estimated distribution function is given bŷ
The kernel function K(x), for example, can be setted as the standard multivariate normal density function
In particular, the empirical distribution function is a special case of the kernel estimation. The other approach to density estimation is parametric. Assume that the data are drawn from one of a known parametric family of distribution, for example the normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 . The density can be estimated by estimating the unknown parameters, µ and σ, in this case, by point estimation method [7] .
Computational Issues: For one-dimensional empirical distribution function, one can simply use function ecdf in R, and for multi-dimensional problem, the package called mecdf [9] can be used, and for kernel density estimation, the package ks [3] can be used.
Definition of CDC
In this section, we introduce the definition of CDC through copula. Firstly, some basic results are given.
Theorem 2.1 (Probability Integral Transform [10] ) For a random variable X with cdf F, the ran-
Then the joint cumulative distribution of X is uniquely expressed as:
where the distribution function C X is known as the copula of X.
A practical estimator of the univariate cdfs F 1 , · · · , F p is the empirical cdf:
Let
then the empirical copula of a multivariate sample is given by
Given random vector
where F X and F Y is the marginal distribution function of X and Y , respectively. If X and Y are independent, we have
According to Theorem 2.1, both F (X) and F (Y ) are uniform random variables on [0, 1]. Denoting F (X) by W , and There are two way for giving a statistic to capture dependence on the basis of copula.
(1) According to Theorem 2.3, the only thing that we need do is to measure the distance from estimated C XY (W, V ),Ĉ XY to W V , which gives rise to Hoeffding-type statistics [6] .
(2) Regarding W and V as two new uniformly distributed random variables on [0, 1], then the multi-dimension dependence test problem is transformed into a two-dimension dependence test problem with the null hypothesis: H 0 : W , V are independent, and it can be solved in following ways.
(a) Dividing equally both the range of W and V into k partitions, one gets a contingency table (Table 1) to construct a chi-squared statistic for the hypothesis testing problem. In Table 1 , C i,j = {k : W k ∈ A i , V k ∈ B j }, and the statistic we construct here is the chi-squared statistic:
and T −→ χ (k−1) 2 . Clearly, T depends strongly on the choice of k, the number of bins, and the optimal k for the test is difficult to find, if k is too small, some dependence details are ignored, if k is too large, there are many bins within which the number of points is zero, which leads to a lower power. Therefore, we definite CDC from another point. (b)Using another known dependence measure, such as HHG [5] , dCor [17] , MIC [13] , mutual information, RDC [8] . Here we definite the CDC as the maximal correlation coefficient(MCC) between W and V , and Its calculation is based on ACE [1] . The simulation result in Fig.2 is given as a further explanation. The functions selected in our simulation is according to that in [16] . Fig.2 shows the power of CDC are almost the same as that of ACE in these 8 cases, and RDC has a lower power. The performance of HHG is better than ACE, but its computational time is longer, which is not helpful to our high-dimensional and large-data purpose. Another reason for choosing ACE is its computational efficiency [8] . We give a formal definition of CDC in the following. Definition 2.1 Let x and y be two random variables, the maximum correlation coefficient(MCC) between x and y is given by MCC(x, y) = sup ϕ1,ϕ2 ρ(ϕ 1 (x), ϕ 2 (y)) 
where ρ(x, y) is classical Pearson correlation coefficient, and
If, we restrict ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 to linear function, then MCC is the classical Pearson correlation coefficient, For further discussion on maximum correlation coefficient we refer to [2] , [11] .
Definition 2.2 Using the notation given above, the CDC between two variable sets x and y is given by the MCC between F X (x) and F Y (y), mathematically,
where F X (x) and F Y (y) is the marginal distribution of x and y, respectively.
In practice, the true marginal distribution function is not known and replaced by empirical marginal distribution or estimated marginal distribution in definition 2.2.
Properties of CDC 
Experimental Results
In this section, we performed numerical experiments on synthetic data to validate the performance of CDC versus RDC and ACE. In our simulation, we always set x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ∼ U (0, 1) independently, and the sample size is 200, and y = (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) is given as following. The noise we added into our simulation is standard normal noise. The parameter k and s in RDC package is setting according to [8] .
A 1 : Fig.2 shows the power for these three non-linear dependence measure for non-additive models given above as the variance of some standard Gaussian additive noise increase from 1/30 to 3. CDC shows better performance than ACE on complex functional types (A 1 , A 2 , A 7 , A 8 ) , which can't be approximated by a additive model and better performance on functional types (A 1 , A 4 , A 6 ) which can't be approximated closely by Fourier functions.
Discussion
It can be seen from our simulation results that RDC, ACE and CDC, to some extent, performs very well. Furthermore, according to the axiom of a dependence measure [12] , a good dependence measure should be of a very basic property that D(x, y) = 0 if only if x and y are independent. To this point, RDC does not satisfy(see Fig.3 ). In Fig.3 , we simply set x and y be two independent normal distributed random variables, and get the values of CDC, ACE and RDC in the case by doing the simulation 500 times. The mean value of RDCs is 0.327 larger than that of EDCs(the estimation of CDC), 0.186, which means RDC, to some degree, gets a over-fitting value.
Relationship to RDC: The RDC is given by
Given the random samples X ∈ R p×n and Y ∈ R q×n and the parameters k ∈ N + and s ∈ R + . For details see [8] .
Clearly, there are two steps to get RDC, the first one is information extension through the transformation φ (This gives an rational explanation to the phenomena in Fig.3 ), the second gets the maximal correlation coefficient under the restriction that ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 in the definition of MCC, are both linear. So if we can estimate the marginal distribution function in a high accuracy, CDC performs better than RDC.
Relationship to MCC: CDC is a trial for getting a better approximation of MCC in complex cases. ACE is a good approximation in additive models, but in non-additive models, its performance is not so good (Fig.2) .
Conclusion
We have proposed a new dependence measure called empirical dependence measure. It is easy to implement, but strongly rely on the estimated marginal distribution function, which restricts its application to samples of small size(less than 10,000). To calculate CDC, there are only two steps, estimating the marginal distribution function by using R package mecdf, and getting EDC (the estimation of CDC) by ACE package, following is the code:
EDC <-function(x,y){ ux=mecdf(as.matrix(x))(as.matrix(x)) uy=mecdf(as.matrix(y))(as.matrix(y)) 
